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How We Can Improve Learning



Massed vs Distributed Practice



Practice Scheduling
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Drill Scheduling
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Tenet One

A distributed practice schedule does not 
mean less overall time. The total amount of 
practice time MUST be the same as with a 

massed schedule. 



Tenet Two

The length of distributed practice is a 
continuum. One 30 minute drill could be 
spilt in 3 x 10 minutes, 6 x 5 minutes, or 

even 15 x 2 minutes.



Tenet Three

The rest period for distributed practice can 
contain practice of another skill, but only if 
the GMPs of the two skills do not overlap.



Tenet Four

Distributed practice benefits are not 
physiological – time away from the practice 

= consolidation to occur. Think of it as 
“neural rest”. 



Evidence for Massed vs Distributed 
Practice Effects

Balance Tasks
Best performance on a Balance Board for Group that Practiced 

57 % of 30 minute block (vs 20, 30, 40, 57, 77 %)
Graw (1968)

Postal Workers
12 weeks x 1 hour more effective than 3 weeks x 2 per day x 2 

hour practice
Baddeley and Longman (1978)





Massed

Distributed



What is the optimal number of practices 
per week and optimal practice length?

IN MOST CASES YOU WILL BE CONSTRAINED BY OTHER FACTORS!



An idea for distributed practice...

Balance practice with drill days, 
conditioning days, team focused days…



How We Can Improve Learning



Blocked and Random Practice



30 minutes, Forearm Pass

30 minutes, Setting



Random vs Blocked Practice

Blocked Random



Contextual Interference

Shea & Morgan (1979)

Task: Arm Movement Pattern

Blocked : task A then task B then task C

Random : random schedule involving A, B, and C



Contextual Interference
(Shea and Morgan, 1979)

order facilitated a rapid reduction in response time during acquisition performance
(especially so during the first block of nine trials). Clearly, the blocked group
resulted in a much faster rate of improvement on the task and a greater overall
amount of improvement than random practice. The retention results, however,
revealed a very different effect. The filled circles represent the randomly ordered
acquisition practice and the filled squares represent the blocked-ordered acquisi-
tion practice. Dotted lines connect the trials in which the participants performed
the retention trials in a blocked sequence and solid lines illustrate the randomly
ordered retention trials. Figure 2.2 illustrates the following findings: random
practice resulted in better retention performance than blocked practice when
compared in both randomly ordered retention trials and in blocked-ordered
retention trials, and when compared in retention tests both 10 minutes and 10 days
following the practice period. Random practice had facilitated retention (learn-
ing) compared to blocked practice.

The blocked practice schedule, which had facilitated a rapid performance
improvement, appeared to be poor for learning compared to the random sched-
ule, which had resulted in much slower and more modest improvements during
practice. The second adage that was discussed at the beginning of this section,
that ‘perfect practice makes perfect’, had been violated by these results.

A note on comparing Pyle with Shea and Morgan

The blocked practice group in the Pyle (1919) study shows a very different
acquisition practice ‘profile’ than the blocked group in Shea and Morgan (1979).
There is a simple, statistical reason for this difference that has gone relatively
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Figure 2.2 Results of the Shea and Morgan (1979) experiment.
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Pluta & Krigolson (In Prep)
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Tenet One

The total number of repetitions of a skill 
within a practice session must remain the 

same – random practice simply manipulates 
the order of the skills within a drill.



Tenet Two

Random practice is a continuum – in a ideal 
random practice situation a skill is never 

practiced more than once in a row.



But what is Contextual Interference?

Contextual Interference



Random Practice

Generally poorer performance during 
acquisition

BUT

Greater RETENTION in TRANSFER
i.e.  LEARNING 



Is random practice always 
better?



Tenet Three

There is evidence to suggest that early in 
learning is it better to use a BLOCKED 

practice schedule.


